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The discovered Higgs boson may be the end  !
…. or the start

Disclaimer: some beautiful insertions and drawings taken from Brivio, Saa
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EXACT	EW	DOUBLET		—>	LINEAR

Does	the	Higgs	boson	behaves	as	an	exact	doublet	or	not?
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Brivio slide
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φ = U(v + h) = (v + h)

Physical h and Goldstone bosons πa together in the φ doublet 

h

φ —>Lφ under SU(2)L transformations L

Expansion in canonical dimensions: φ/Λ , Dμ/Λ : 

Λ2         Λ2 
  _        _= ~e.g. δ    ~   1 OB  = 1 (DμΦ)  Βμν(DνΦ)
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Linear or Chiral

Higgs EFTs

φ = U(v + h)

it becomes a generic function

with arbitrary coefficients a, b…
h is included as a generic singlet

SM Higgs doublet recovered for a=b=1

in chiral:
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    Generic F(h) is typical of composite Higgs models             

h as a pseudo-goldstone boson

SO(5)—> SO(4) leads  to

1/4 (v+h)2 ( DμU+DμU ) 

( DμU+DμU ) 

which implies v = f  :

F(h)

instead of the SM coupling

For instance: 
( DμΦ   Dμ Φ)    

where:

f2
   

__
4



hep-ph/1409.1589

Alonso, Brivio,  
Merlo, Rigolin, B.G.



Geometric interpretation of F(h)

Linear= flat GB metric Chiral= curved GB metric
Alonso, Jenkins, Manohar 1511.00724

“πs“h

 curvature param.—>

Riemann curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar….
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F(h)

F(h)

F(h)

F(h)

Example	of	CHIRAL	DecorrelaRon

Decorrelations appear
2) because of the            :      

in fact, all decor related related vertically            



Linear or Chiral

Higgs EFTs

φ -> UF(h)

Expansion in derivatives:  Dμ/Λ : 
U adimensional

Godstone bosons =

In EFT, the weight of h is arbitrary 
we use h/v, but the conclusions  

would be the same with h/f

in chiral:
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Disentangling	LINEAR	signals	
from	CHIRAL	signals

Brivio, Corbett, Evoli, Gonzalez-Garcia, Gonzalez-Fraile, Merlo, Rigolin, BG; JHEP 1403 (2014) 024  
Brivio, Corbett, Evoli, Gonzalez-Garcia, Gonzalez-Fraile, Merlo, Rigolin, BG; JHEP 1412 (2014) 004  

Isidori, Trott; hep-ph/1307.4051 



New	Signals	
Signals	expected	in	the	chiral	basis,	but	not	in	the	linear	one	(d=8)	

19�	

number	of	expected	events	(WZ	

produc7on)	with	respect	to	the	Z	pT	

@95%	CL:	

present																																										

LHC(7+8+14)		

Much	more	pheno	in:	

Brivio,Gonzalez-Garcia,LM,		

		to	appear	in	the	next	weeks		

A coupling that appears at NLO in the chiral and NNLO (d=8) in linear



versus Chiral

Higgs EFTs

Equivalent when considering the whole tower: all couplings contained.

Linear 

The expansions are physically inequivalent.

The chiral expansion is more general than the linear one
* It contains the linear EFT in a specific limit

* It allows to ask the question of whether the Higgs field !
* is an exact doublet or not



hep-ph/1511.01099 
I. Brivio, L. Merlo, K. Mimasu, J.M. No, 

R. del Rey, V. Sanz, BG



* —> Does DM interact sizeably with visible matter? !
* We don’t know, but worth exploring

* It is (mainly?) a singlet under the SM

* The presence of DM is only inferred through gravitational effects



From film “particle fever”
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Any hidden sector, singlet under SM, can couple to the    
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V
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+

SM  standard Higgs portal to DM

Consider a singlet scalar DM particle S 

Silveira + Zee ; 
 Veltman+ Yndurain; 

Patt + Wilczek

Φ ΦS2λS

(v + h)2 = v2 +2vh + h2

which impacts directly on the DM relic abundance
v



SM  standard Higgs portal to DM

Consider a singlet scalar DM particle S 
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SM  Higgs portal 

I. Brivio



versus ChiralLinear 

+Φ ΦS2λS

New

S2λS F(h)

arbitrary coefficient 



imposing 

Relic abundance

Excluded region

Dominant contributions 
 for mS > mh



versus ChiralLinear 

+Φ ΦS2λS

New

S2λS F(h)

arbitrary coefficient 

and also new couplings appear —> 
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At the leading chiral order (2 derivatives), other couplings appear:

where:

custodial breaking

CP-odd

several different couplings:
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Relic abundance

Most of the region !
excluded by the!

standard Higgs portal !
is now allowed ! 

Excluded regions are under the curves imposing

because more channels open:



Most of the region excluded by the!
standard Higgs portal is now allowed ! 

Relic abundance + Direct detection + Invisible h width



Phenomenological analysis

Relic abundance 
Direct detection 

Invisible h width 

Mono X !
signatures 

—>Talk (Sunday) by J.M. No 



          σ ( mono-Z) / σ ( mono-W)            !
!

a smoking gun
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          σ ( mono-Z) / σ ( mono-W)            !
!

Such a signal !
would indicate!

a non-linear Higgs portal ! 

a smoking gun



Or…. can a linear expansion mimic the same with higher dim. operators !
and fine-tuning of coeffs.?

Linear 

while the couplings in and only appear in ops. with d=8 

d=6

The (de)correlation effect between couplings with different and with equal and 
different numbers of h legs remains a disentangling tool 



Conclusions

* The chiral Effective Field Theory:  !
—> Accounts for many different scenarios of EWSB

—> Possible to disentangle from data linear from chiral EWSB      !
           realisations: decorrelations and different dominant couplings

—> Good to explore whether the physical Higgs is an SU(2)L doublet, 
essential question!

—> It contains the linear expansion in a specific limit

* We have defined the non-linear DM portal, and explored it !
—> It has a dramatic phenomenological impact
—> Relic density, direct detection, collider signals … smoking guns

 —> Talk Sunday by J.M. No
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Example	of	CHIRAL	DecorrelaRon
The linear coupling

splits into two chiral ones:
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